Subs Get Jobs Anywhere with Jobulator!

Before Jobulator, many of you were spending hours in front of your computers, constantly hitting the refresh key to find new jobs in Aesop. Substitutes often told us they felt chained to their computers and needed an easier way to find and accept jobs through Aesop.

That’s why we built Jobulator. Jobulator regularly checks for new jobs in Aesop and then notifies you when jobs become available! The $39.99 annual subscription includes a desktop version and an Android and iOS mobile app, making it easy to find and accept jobs.

WHAT DOES JOBULATOR MEAN FOR SUBS?

- Get notified of new jobs in Aesop
- Accept jobs right through Jobulator
- Find jobs on the go
- and more!

“Jobulator makes getting my assignments so easy! I don’t have to keep checking Aesop – Jobulator does the checking for me. I can concentrate on [other things] rather than stopping frequently to check the website for available jobs.”  

– Ann Marie L.

To learn more about Jobulator, please visit www.Jobulator.com